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Hub Pages Checklist
MARKETING WITH HUB PAGES

WORKSHEET

  Develop a list of hub themes 

  Audit existing content for usable content 

  Choose your theme and  organize hub subtopics (Wikipedia?)

  Create a master list of content titles under subtopics 

  Research potential relevant external links 

  Determine a content upgrade for hub page 

  Choose existing content 

  Create an editorial list for new content 

  Order new content 

  Determine image needs for hub page and posts

  Create a plan to give existing content update

  Order content upgrade writing and design

  Create a draft of hub page with content and placeholders for section headers and posts

  Receive new content and post as drafts 
  - link each page with CTA to eventual hub page URL 

  Update existing content planned for the page with any revisions, images, etc. 
  - link each page with CTA to eventual hub page URL 

  Add content upgrade lead capture device to hub page 

  Publish individual posts and updates 

  Add links on hub page to each post 

  Consider placing the hub page in the main nav structure if applicable

  Determine follow-up process for lead capture

  Create a plan to amplify page 

  Create a plan for the sales team to use page

  Review and optimize metadata 
  - title, description, image alt, URL for new and existing posts
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